Horse Race Rules
Shuffle a deck of cards from which the “Aces & Kings” have been removed.
Deal all the cards even though they may not come out even with the number of players.
As the deal progresses all players will have their turn with extra cards. Using two dice,
four players in turn roll a number. These four players indicate which horses are to be
scratched. The first number rolled on the two dice moves that numbered horse back to
the number one slot on the board, the second number rolled moves the horse back to the
number two slot on the board, the third to the number three slot and the fourth to the
number four slot. If a number is rolled that has already been scratched, roll again.
Players check their cards, pay for and discard all four horses that are scratched.
All scratched money goes into the pot. Example if the number 5 horse is in the number
one spot and you have two 5’s in your hand you need to put two coins in the pot. If the 5
is in the fourth slot you would have to put in 8 coins. Now starting to the left of the last
person who rolled the dice, the player rolls the dice, if they roll a unscratched horse, the
horse moves forward one space. A player who rolls the number of a scratched horse,
must pay the amount indicated on the board.
When one horse reaches the finish line, the race is over. The pot is divided four
(4) ways, one-fourth to each person holding that numbered card. Of course, if any player
has two of the winning cards, s/he gets half the pot and three quarters of the pot and so
on. When more than 9 people play you should add another deck.
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